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Summary 

The structure of (Ph,SiN),C has been determined by single crystal X-ray 
diffraction. The structure was solved by direct methods and refined to R = 
0.071 for 593 independent diffractometer data. The crystals are rhombohedral, 
Es, with (z = b = c = 18.2~01(20) Fi, OL = p = y = 48.82(2)“, and 2 = 4. The three 
crystallographically independent molecules each have linear Si-N=C=N-Si 
chains lying along the crystallographic threefold axes; in two of the molecules 
the central carbon atom lies on a centre of symmetry. Principal mean bond 
lengths and angles are: Si-N, l-696(25); Si-C, l-846(20); N-C, l-164(30); 
C-C, l-387(14) .&\; C-Si-N, 108.2(6); and C-Si-C, 110.8(6)“. 

Introduction 

As part of our study of the molecular structures of organo-silicon and -tin 
pseudohalides, we have determined the crystal structure of bis(triphenylsilicon) 
carbodiimide. It was of interest to determine whether this compound possessed 
a monomeric cyanimide or carbodiimide structure, with tetrahedrally coordinated 
silicon, or the intermediate structure adopted by (Me&N)& [l] in which 
planar trimethyltin groups are linked by linear N=C=N units in an infinite , 
helical a&ay_ The interpretation of vapour phase electron diffraction data for 
silicon pseudohalides is complicated by the large amplitude low frequency Si-N-C 
bending vibration [ 23, but H$iNCS probably possesses a potential energy 
minimum in the linear conformation_ On the other hand di-p-tolyl, di-p-nitro- 
phenyl and digermyl-carbodiimides approximate to an allene conformation, 
with angles at nitrogen of 128” 133,132” [4] and 138” [5] respectively.- 

*Towhomcorrespondenceshouldbeaddrrssed. 
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Discussion 

Molecules 1 and 2 possess point group symmetry 3 (S,), but molecule 3 
possesses only 3 (C,) symmetry. All Si-N=C=N-Si units lie along crystallo- 
graphic threefold axes, and hence are constrained to be linear; the first two 
necessarily adopt the staggered conformation of carbon atoms bonded to silicon, 
and this conformation is also found in the third molecule. The triphenylsihcon 
moieties adopt the usual propeller conformation; in molecules 1 and 2 propellers 
of opposite hand have been combined to give molecules of exact 3 symmetry, 
but in molecule 3 two propellers of the same hand have been combined to give 
a molecule of approximately symmetry 32 (OS). Taking the multiplicities of the 
special positions into account, the crystal thus contains d, meso, and I confor- 
mers in the ratio 1/2/l, exactly consistent with a random distribution and 
restricted rotation about the Si-C bonds. The C-Si-C angles (mean 110.8(6)“) 
are consistently slightly larger than the C-Si-N angles (mean 108.2(6)“), 
presumably a consequence of H---H repulsions between the ortho hydrogen 
atoms. The mean Si-C distance of l-846(20) a is not significantly different 
from the values in Ph,SiNCS [S] l-851(4) A and in Ph,SiNNN [11] 1.85(l) A. 

The linear Si-N=C=N-Si skeleton, in contrast to the aryl and germyl 
derivatives, and the short Si-N and N-C bond lengths (compared with N-C 
1.21(l) aryl [3,4] and l-184(8) germyl [5]) are consistent with delocalisation 
of nitrogen lone pair and N-C antibonding 7r electrons into the vacant silicon 
3d orbit&. In view of the relatively large temperature factors and the probabili- 
ty of a low frequency large amplitude Si-N-C bending vibration, it is also 
possible that some of the apparent shortening of the Si-N and N-C bonds may 
be a vibrational averaging effect. The considerable thermal motion also plausibly 
accounts for the relatively high R index obtained. Apart from the conformatio- 
nal differences, there are no significant differences in the bond lengths and 
angles in the three crystallographically independent molecules, and no unusually 
short intra- or intermolecular contacts. _a 
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